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“It was fate. I just had to come home. In both cases the same thing happened—

Circe had a dream, and Calypso afterward, that the gods or whoever it is 

decides such things, wanted me in Ithaca. [...].” 

“They were tired of you,” said Euryclea. “In plain words, they put you out. Good 

judgment, I say! They must have been very sentimental, to keep you so long.” 

(John Erskine, Penelope’s Man, The Homing Instinct, 1928: 272-3) 

 

The micro-opera Penélope-19 received its first performance on 19 September 2020 at 19:00 

on Chanel CO.MO (Company of Micro Operas) on YouTube,2 during the height of the pandemic, 

when Brazil was on lockdown. The “19” referred, of course, to COVID-19; the scheduling of the 

event was meant to recall the year in which the virus appeared and for which it was named, 2019. 

(This is the official date; the World Health Organization issued the name on 11 February 2020). 

This micro-opera was written and directed by the musician Armando Lôbo and performed by the 

actor and soprano Gabriela Geluda, both well-known Brazilian artists with established careers 

and a history of collaboration. Notably, the film version was shot on location in Geluda’s 

apartment in Rio de Janeiro3, a situation that reinforces the relevance of the quarantine to the 

work, both because the home is the space used for quarantine and because the filming would have 

necessitated having the crew enter the actor’s space of isolation.4 

 In this talk, I draw attention to some of the ways in which a genre traditionally associated 

with long narratives (that is, opera) was adapted into a micro-narrative only 14 minutes and 42 

seconds long. This compression is particularly relevant to the story of a woman’s long wait for 

the return of her husband, one of the main themes of the epic Homeric narrative.  

 

 
1 I thank Jim Marks very much for reviewing my paper, as I write in English but think in Portuguese.  
2 https://www.youtube.com/c/Microoperas  
3 And the sound record and mixed at Armando´s apartment, also in Rio de Janeiro. 
4 Paraphrasing a famous book, Michael Squire (2011) The Iliad in a Nutshell: Visualizing Epic on the 

Tabulae Iliacae. Oxford: Oxford University Press, this micro-opera could be entitled Penelope in a 

Nutshell: the micro-opera as a film (the stone plaques can be seen as a kind of photograms, in a sequence 

of images). 

https://research.reading.ac.uk/curiosi/performing-ancient-greek-literature-in-a-time-of-pandemic/?fbclid=IwAR1DgmSL-mlmASIi1hSAf1sb2Jl9BRsVsOZzcR3W8VHZBm747FeyOBDa50c
https://www.youtube.com/c/Microoperas


Let’s start with a look at this advertisement for the film. The image is frightening. The 

penetrating gaze of the actor is pictured in black and white from behind a mask, albeit one made 

of lace. It seems to alert us to the danger in this strange new world, for the mask had already 

become, by the time of performance, an ominous symbol (outside the home, but also, as we shall 

see presently, inside). The image suggests that the safety of the domestic space is threatened at a 

moment in which the lives of so many had to be restricted to it. By September 2020, for many 

people around the world, domestic space had merged with public space. At the same time, gender 

distinctions collapsed as men and women, both working at home, were compelled to share various 

experiences for the first time. 

In Penélope-19 the protagonist Penélope is played by Gabriela Geluda, who spends most 

of the film alone in a flat. Her life is literally directed or guided by a man, the filmmaker Armando 

Lôbo, who was there during the filming, while the camerawoman and assistant director, Isadora 

Medella did the filming with a mobile phone (and everything last just one day). Before it, 

Armando had given the actor the freedom to choose the sounds and images that populate the film. 

Lôbo asked Geluda to record the sounds of various objects in addition to performing the story, 

which they discussed, virtually,  before the filming began. There was the libretto to follow, and 

stage instructions, and even being Lôbo on the set, the actor had considerable autonomy over her 

performance—though, of course, he later edited the footage.5 Some aspects of the opera became 

clear to the members of the audience who, after attending it in a virtual room, remained afterward 

for a discussion of the opera, referred to in the poster as a debate com Armando Lôbo. I have 

analysed this work based on public comments by and interviews with the composer and the actor,6 

some of which I conducted (virtually). I also bring into the discussion some of the information 

presented on the websites of the artists Geluda and Lôbo.7 

 

 
5 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Jg9rUdHsRI&t=288s Cast: Gabriela Geluda: co-production, role of 

Penelope; Armando Lôbo: music, conception, libretto, direction, mixing, co-production, and editing; 

Isadora Medella: camera (mobile phone), costume; Isabella Lomez: actor preparation. The Secretaria de 

Cultura e Economia Criativa do Rio de Janeiro and the Edital Cultura Presente nas Redes provided support. 
6 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WKY6sZKyLqY and https://kurumata.com.br/2020/09/18/penelope-

19-uma-opera-domestica-de-armando-lobo-com-gabriela-geluda/ 
7 I offer my heartfelt thanks to both for their generosity in talking to me in long interviews and sending me 

the libretto of the micro-opera. For Armando Lôbo, see https://www.armandolobo.com/veneno-bento; 

for Gabriela Geluda, https://gabrielageluda.com.br. 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Jg9rUdHsRI&t=288s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WKY6sZKyLqY
https://kurumata.com.br/2020/09/18/penelope-19-uma-opera-domestica-de-armando-lobo-com-gabriela-geluda/
https://kurumata.com.br/2020/09/18/penelope-19-uma-opera-domestica-de-armando-lobo-com-gabriela-geluda/
https://www.armandolobo.com/veneno-bento
https://gabrielageluda.com.br/


Other intriguing terms—and their connections—in the advertisement and on the YouTube 

channel CO.MO or Cia de Micro-óperas, a channel for exhibiting and promoting new operas in 

short-film format, provide more food for thought. There is, to begin with, the term “micro-opera,” 

which seems to be an oxymoron since we are accustomed to think of operas as sprawling 

productions. This estrangement parallels our own when the Covid-19 pandemic began and even 

now when the situation is somewhat under control. The association of the contagion with the 

character increases the sense of estrangement because even those who have not read Homer or 

other classics of Greek literature related to the Trojan War recognize her as the wife of Odysseus 

(the hero who, after ten years of fighting and ten years of wandering, returns to her at last), who 

is waiting.8 

I begin my analysis of the micro-opera with some key information about the Armando and 

Gabriela that shows their connection to the ancient world. Armando Lôbo is a Brazilian composer 

and poet who, in his own words, “develops varied musical genres and styles, making use of 

experimental hues in an intense symbiosis with literature, history, philosophy and religion.” Dr, 

Lôbo has a master’s degree in music composition from the Federal University of Rio de Janeiro 

and a Ph.D. from the University of Edinburgh and was recently tenured at the Music Department 

at the Universidade Federal de Pernambuco (in Recife, capital of the estate of Pernambuco). An 

award-winning composer, he took part in the creation of two contemporary music ensembles, the 

Pan Ensemble and the Diaspora Ensemble, and his piece Pernambukalos—note the portmanteau 

of Greek kalos and Brazilian Pernambuco—won top honours at its premiere (with Gabriela 

Geluda) during the Twentieth Biennial of Brazilian Contemporary Music in 2013 by the vote of 

the audience.  

The images below are from a work titled Veneno-Bento (2022), which means “blessed 

poison,” a notion similar to the Greek pharmakon (Bento can mean also a male proper name). 

They reinforce Lôbo’s description of his work as “rooted in tradition and in constant search for 

what is new” and of his aim as intended to narrow the gap between classic and popular culture. 

In addition to contemporary art music, his work shows a wide spectrum of influences, from 

Dionysian rites and sacrifice to Bergman’s and Kurosawa´s cinema. 

 
8 For a very peculiar retelling of the story from a female perspective (though written by a man), see John 

Erskine Penelope’s Man, The Homing Instinct (1928); Erskine also wrote the bestseller The Private life of 

Helen of Troy (1926). In the latter he has a reclusive Helen, after returning from Troy (very different from 

the film version directed by Alexander Korda; see Maria C. M. C. Coelho (2013a), A vida privada de 

Helena de Tróia nos loucos anos 20 em Hollywood, Classica 26/2,191-223. On versions of Penelope in 

Brazilian literature (mainly by Clarice Lispector and Nelida Pinon, though there is a vast a and varied 

reception of her myth), see Denise Dumith (2012) O mito de Penélope e sua retomada na literatura 

brasileira: Clarice Lispector e Nélida Pinõn. Rio Grande do Sul, 2012. Tese (Doutorado em Literatura 

Brasileira), Instituto de Letras, Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul and (2007) “Penélope” in: Zilá 

Bernd (org.), Dicionário de figuras e mitos literários das Américas, Porto Alegre: Tomo/UFRGS, 512-

518).  Back to cinema, on  Penelope waiting, see Edith Hall (2013) Why is Penelope Still Waiting? The 

Missing Feminist Reappraisal of the Odyssey in Cinema, 1963–2007, in:  Konstantinos P. Nikoloutsos, 

Ancient Greek Women in Film. Classical Presences. Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press, 

163-185. 

 



  

His more recent work is also a micro-opera, entitled The Last Day (rleased in June 2021),9 

which combines the ancient concept of the Fates or Moirai with the mourning traditions in the 

Northeast of Brazil. In his operatic vision of the ritual vigil for the dead, the tragic moment merges 

with the bizarre real-life (but with legendary traces) experience of a musician named Levino 

Ferreira, who fell into catalepsy and woke up during his funeral. The explicit classical connection 

is not the focus of this work, but it offers another example of his fascination with the ancient 

world. As Lôbo explained, he prefers to call his work a “poemópera audiovisual,” a kind of work 

that “has the duration of a poem, but has the dimension of an epic.” However, he emphasizes that 

the influence on his work comes from his memories of classical texts rather than research 

conducted while he is writing and composing. 

 
9 The film and a video about it, with all of the singers and actors, is available at 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qGoC4b5iWR8. Of this film/opera, the newspaper Diário de 

Pernambuco wrote, “Último Dia (2021) é livremente inspirado em um misterioso incidente na vida de um 

dos maiores compositores de frevo de rua de Pernambuco, Levino Ferreira. Segundo a história, o 

compositor recebeu a alcunha de “Mestre Vivo” após quase ter sido enterrado ainda em vida durante um 

episódio de catalepsia. a peça que mistura teatro, música, dança, cinema e poesia. As referências múltiplas 

em meus trabalhos, tanto na forma quanto no conteúdo. O falso velório também traz a personagem figura 

semelhante a morte representada por Bergman em O Sétimo Selo, e três carpideiras que cantam liricamente 

diferentes visões sobre a cerimônia. Mais conhecido por suas produções musicais, Armando revela que 

começou no mundo das artes querendo ser cineasta. Agora produzindo sua segunda micro ópera, ele passa 

a exercitar um desejo antigo que ele chama de poemópera audiovisual: uma obra “que dure como um 

poema, mas tenha a dimensão de um épico”, explica. A duração breve (12 minutos) do filme também é uma 

escolha para engajar mais facilmente o público em um primeiro contato com a arte da ópera. democratização 

e renovação do gênero. Para Armando Lôbo, “a ópera nunca foi um gênero conservador. Pelo contrário, é 

um espaço aberto para o experimento de linguagem. Apenas repetir produções passadas parece-me trair a 

natureza desbravadora da ópera. A poética é o que importa.” Pernambucano Armando Lôbo lança micro 

ópera sobre carnavalização da morte, 1/07/2021. 

(https://www.diariodepernambuco.com.br/noticia/viver/2021/07/pernambucano-armando-lobo-lanca-

micro-opera-sobre-carnavalizacao-da-mo.html). 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qGoC4b5iWR8


 

Lôbo is currently producing a new opera for theatrical performance as well as a 

cinematographic version. He stresses, though, that such work is not “recorded theatre” but has its 

own language as multimedia art. This new opera is about another brave woman, Dadá, a 

Cangaceiro women, a type of sometimes heroic bandit found in northeast Brazil in the early 

twentieth century, wife of another  famous Cangaceiro, Corisco,.10 So, he will again be 

dramatizing scenes from a woman’s life. 

 Turning now to Gabriela Geluda, the actor and soprano has a bachelor’s degree in operatic 

singing from the University of Rio de Janeiro and a master’s in early music from the Guildhall 

School of Music and Drama in London, where she also studied and qualified as a professor of the 

Alexander technique at the Alexander Technique Studio, which emphasizes the integration of the 

body and voice in performances. Her body and voice language as a performer, incidentally, are 

among the qualities that Lôbo praises in her.  

Penelope-19 was not Geluda’s first work related to Greek mythology, for she earlier played 

Medea in the opera Kseni the Foreigner (2006), which is based on Euripides’ famous tragedy. 

Directed by Jocy de Oliveira, an outstanding Brazilian concert pianist, composer, multimedia 

artist and, more recently, awarded author. Jocyhas also influenced Lôbo’s career, incontemporary 

music. Kseni the Foreigner (2005-2007) puts a highly political Medea on stage, one who is exiled, 

transgressive, and discriminated against in the modern world. As Oliveira explained in an 

interviews (some conducted by me, in 2013) the music in the piece is based on an anonymous 

medieval melody in langue d’oc about the myth of Medea. The reinterpretation of this melody 

preserves its medieval quality while rendering it contemporary through the blending of the human 

voice with traditional ethnic and electroacoustic instruments.And a particular line of Euripides´ 

Medea (1340: No Greek woman would have dared to do this) struck her deeply.11 

In addition to Medea, Oliveira has staged other plays and directed films in which music 

plays a key role and that focus on mythical and historical female characters, including Iphigeneia, 

Ophelia, the real-world Spanish opera singer Maria Malibran, and the fictional Jewish singer 

Mathilda Segalescu (put among the circa of 800 Jewish refugees who were in the ship Struma, 

which sunk in 1942). Her approach, however, is always contemporary, being aligned with 

 
10 Here, a documentary about Dadá, who was the nickname of Sérgia Freitas Chagas and died in 1994 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rlo0A2bMKZU.  
11 Film memory is, of course, a strong influence on Western culture, and, since the beginning of cinema, 

the Odyssey has been an inspiration for filmmakers. In general, the films nearly always focus on Odysseus, 

though Penelope is usually a strong character. For a case study and an informative survey of the reception 

of the Odyssey and Penelope, see Maria de Fatima Silva (forthcoming 2022) “Penélope no cinema: a 

‘protagonista’ em Odyssey de Andrey Konchalovsky,” in: Maria C.M.C. Coelho and Edson Martins (eds.) 

Mito em Movimento: Recepção da Literatura Greco-romana no cinema, Curitiba: Editora da Universidade 

Federal do Paraná. 



Stravinsky, Cage, Xenakis, Berio, and other visionaries whom she has counted as partners and 

personal friends over her long career. Geluda has been working with Oliveira for 27 years since 

appearing in Illud Tempus opera. Here are images of her in Kseni, and, below, of Oliveira, with 

Stravinsky in the first one.12 

 

         

          

So, in Penélope-19, we have the confluence, even if indirectly, of classical elements and 

their reception, as in the works of Oliveira, though, in both cases, the classical authors, Homer 

and Euripides, respectively, were more inspiration than the source material. 

 
12 See Maria Cecília M.N. Coelho (2020) Kseni, the Foreigner: A Brazilian Medea in: Action, in Irene 

Berti, Marta. G. Castello and Carla Scilabra. (eds.) The Fear and the Fury. London: Bloomsbury, 93-104, 

Maria Cecília M.N. (2018) O Espelho de Jocy. Uma ópera para a bárbara Medeia, in: Rodrigo. C. Velloso 

and Mário  Corrêa do Lago. (eds.) Leituras de Jocy. São Paulo: SESI-SP, 2018, 197-218, and Maria Cecília 

M.N. (2013) Five Brazilian Medeas, in Anastasia Bakogianni (ed.) Dialogues with the Past. vol.2 London: 

Institute of Classical Studies, 359-380. 



Regarding his approach to Penelope, Lôbo explains that the character is more a symbol 

than an individualized mythological figure. She represents waiting, both literal and figurative, as 

we shall see presently. Lôbo’s connections to the classical world are also evident in the famous 

aria that he included in Penélope-19, when the title character, dancing with a vacuum cleaner, 

sings, by herself, the famous duet Pur ti miro13 from L’incoronazione di Poppea by Claudio 

Monteverdi and Giovanni Busenello. The amorous scene between Poppea and Nero amid hideous 

barbarity impressed Lôbo deeply when he attended a performance at the Edinburg Festival and 

saw the aria performed live for the first time,  in part because of its ambiguity. He decided that he 

would use the aria one day, and in Penélope-19 he saw the opportunity, repurposing it as a 

monolog. Here are scenes from the 2017 performance in Edinburgh that Lôbo attended and from 

Geluda performing the erstwhile duet. 14 

    

For me—and, I suspect, other cinephiles—this scene in Penélope-19 brought to my mind 

two famous scenes from Hollywood musicals: Fred Astaire dancing with a hat hack in the 1951 

film Royal Wedding by Stanley Donen and Gene Kelly dancing with a mop in the 1943 film 

Thousands Cheer by George Sydney.   

 
13 Pur ti miro/ pur ti godo/pur ti miro/ pur ti godo/ pur ti stringo/ pur t’annodo/ pur ti stringo/ più non peno/ 

più non peno/ più non moro, non moro; o mia vita, o mia vita; o mio tesoro; o mia vita, o mia vita; o mio 

tesoro. 
14 The image here shows Kangmin Justin Kim as Nero and Hana Blažíková as Poppea, at Usher Hall, 

Edinburgh in August 2017. On that occasion, Orfeo and Il ritornello d’Ulisse in Patria (in which Penelope 

is the true hero) were also presented 

(https://www.heraldscotland.com/life_style/arts_ents/15439900.trump-ness-found-monteverdi-edinburgh-

festival/). 



     

However, the effect of the aria performed with the vacuum on viewers of the micro-opera, 

irrespective of whether they have seen these American musicals, is not comic. While such 

performances highlight the technical expertise of the dancers, the image of Geluda in this scene15 

shows the despair of many of us in our daily lives as Covid recluses, imprisoned with prosaic 

objects that now seem more real than the friends and colleagues with whom we interact over 

virtual platforms. Geluda and Lobo affirmed to me that they had no intent to allude to these films 

(they don´t remember them, actually), but the intertextuality exists nevertheless as a kind of 

parallelism. In any case, the same topos may affect viewers in various ways. Notably, before this 

scene, Geluda’s Penélope is shown in a kitchen interacting with an oven, washing machine, and 

blender, though with more of a comic effect.16 The director asked her to keep (in this scene) the 

conversation informal and include expressions typical of Rio de Janeiro that are well-known in 

other parts of Brazil to the point of representing a kind of stereotype of the city’s population. In 

the vacuum scene, on the other hand, the character emphasizes her inner disturbance, and our 

own, with repetitive movements—perhaps suggesting the clever (but obsessive) ruse of the 

mythological Penelope weaving and unweaving fabric on her loom that is related to deep feelings 

of absence and loss.17 

Another obvious point of reference for the position of Penélope-19 in the “chain of 

reception” 18 is Fauré’s opera Pénélope. Here is an image of the cover art for a recording of one 

 
15 By an interesting coincidence, the styling and colour of Kim’s and Geluda’s hair were similar.  
16 Interactions with objects can be seen also in Margaret Atwood (2005) The Penelopiad: The Myth of 

Penelope and Odysseus. Edinburg, Canongate Books, in which the new approach to Odysseus´s wife, kept 

a very negative (and polarized) image of Helen: “I suspect she used to flirt with her dog, with her mirror, 

with her comb, with her bedpost” (2005: 33). 
17 On the tragic aspects of epic, in this case, I depart in my approach to the reception of the past from that 

of Ruth Padel (1992) In and Out of the Mind: Greek Images of the Tragic Self, Princeton: Princeton 

University Press, regarding how the actor locates consciousness less in the head/mind and more in the body. 

In keeping with her training in the Alexander technique, Geluda used various exercises to try to feel more 

comfortable in her body, and the increased consciousness that she developed in this respect seems to have 

helped her to express certain feelings during her performance that the camerawork also emphasized with 

close-ups.   
18 Regarding Penelope’s pre-pandemic reception in the theatre in Brazil, a 1995 production by the 

Companhia de Teatro do Pequeno Gesto presented, among many classical tragedies, a gender-oriented 

Penélope with Helena Varvaki, who also played Iphigenia in Oliveira’s Malibrans 



staging of this work. There is, in fact, an interesting parallel between this opera and Lôbo’s micro-

opera. 

 

Specifically, when Fauré met the Wagnerian soprano Luciene Bréval in Monte Carlo in 

1907, she expressed surprise that the composer had not written an opera, to which he responded 

that he had not encountered a suitable libretto. Bréval therefore introduced him to René Fauchois, 

the author of a play based on the Odyssey, and, six years later, Pénélope debuted. Critics described 

the opera as peculiar, noting its “lack of obvious action,” for which reason it “is dependent on a 

singer who can not only identify completely with the title role but also bring her to life on stage 

in Faure’s quiet, restrained music” (p. 8).19 I was reminded of Geluda’s role in bringing Penélope-

19 to the stage, as she was, in some sense, the co-creator of the work, following Lôbo’s 

instructions during the recording by bringing sounds and objects, as observed earlier, from her 

home, which was also the location for the filmed performance. This situation was naturally a bit 

disturbing for the actor, for the film publicized images of her home and her personal objects. As 

I observed to her during our interview, the camera’s invasiveness echoes the infestation of the 

mythological Penelope’s home by her suitors.  

Though Lôbo informed me that Faure’s Pénélope was not a conscious inspiration for 

Penélope-19, in the motif of waiting, there are, nevertheless, similarities between the two works, 

in large part owing to the crucial work of Geluda as a performer, a point that Lôbo stressed. 

Rather, his conception of Penelope draws heavily on Albert Camus’ short story titled The 

Adulterous Woman,20 which he read many years before conceiving of the opera and kept in 

memory, later recommending it to Geluda when she was crafting her performance. The story deals 

not with actual adultery but rather with a woman discovering the pleasure of being alone, going 

out without a man, to whom she was married for 20 years, and taking her life in her own hands 

(at least in that brief moment of walking in a strange city). Intentionally or not, Lôbo and Geluda 

 
(http://www.pequenogesto.com.br/portfolio/detail/penelope/). More recently, we had the 2018 diptych by 

the director and filmmaker Christiane Jatahy (who is based in France) consisting of Ithaca, Our Odyssey 

(Ítaca, nossa Odisseia), in which the focus is on Penelope’s character, and The “Now” That Delays (O 

agora que demora) (https://christianejatahy.com/). About the famous expression “Chain of receptions”, see  

Hans R. Jauss (1982) Towards an Aesthetic of Reception. Trans. Timothy Bahti. Minneapolis, WI: 

University of Minnesota Press, 1982, 20. 
19 The text in the DVD´s booklet, released in Portugal in 2002, was written by the musician Andrew Palmer. 
20 From 1957; Albert Camus (2018) “A mulher adúltera,” in: O exílio e o reino, Rio de Janeiro: Record. 

This story is very similar to Italo Calvino’s “The Adventure of a wife,” which appeared in Gli amori difficili 

(1958), which has, however, a more optimistic end  

https://christianejatahy.com/


revisit a key issue that Odyssey explored, that is, Penelope’s relationship to other female 

characters, especially Helen, a kind of opposite to the marital fidelity that Penelope represents21—

though some ancient myths tell of Penelope sleeping with 1 or even all 108 of her suitors in 

Odysseus’s absence.22  

Turning specifically to the play and the theme of quarantine and physical isolation that so 

many people around the world have endured since March 2020, the program that accompanies 

the micro-opera (which is available only in Portuguese) reads, “the theme is us, in our homes, 

redesigning what we are and what we are looking for.”   

I note also two other recent virtual Brazilian works related to Penelope. The first, titled 

simply Penelope,23 appeared on Instagram from August to November 2020. Directed by Nadja 

Naira and with a text by Lígia Souza, it reshuffled the roles of the characters, making Odysseus 

Penelope’s brother who stays at home and takes care of their parents. The second, called Ítaca, 

365, apto 23, was filmed in December 2021 in the apartment of the director Cacá Carvalho and 

featured a text by Vinícius Calderoni and Guilherme Gontijo Flores—the latter a poet and 

professor of classics at the Federal University of Paraná. In this work, Odysseus, played by 

Carvalho, interacts with the ghosts of Penelope, played by Vera Sala, and the boy Telemachos, 

played by Theo Retti,24 but the focus is on the hero’s memories.25 Neither of these latter works, 

however, takes the pandemic as its theme or so cleverly places the figure of Penelope in the 

context of Covid-19 as Lôbo and Geluda have done. 

Penélope-19, then, draws on the epic Penelope but mainly as a symbol of waiting. Geluda 

described feeling a connection with Camus’ tale in relation to the gender issues that face other 

characters that she has played, such as Medea, but in the sense of women being abandoned and 

abandoning their assigned roles. Though the Homeric inspiration is indirect, the connections 

between the text of the Odyssey and the micro-opera are both interesting and informative. I will 

now use screenshots to explore them in a kind of schematic dialog between text and image.26 

 
21 On a perspicuous comparisons, in films, see Winkler, Martin  M.(2013) Three Queens: Helen, Penelope, 

and Dido in Franco Rossi’s Odissea and Eneide in: Morcillo, M G.; Knippschild,  S. (Ed.). Seduction and 

power: antiquity in the visual and performing arts. London: Bloomsbury Academic,  133-153, and Joanna 

Paul (2013)  ‘Madonna and Whore’ :the Many Faces of Penelope in Ulisse (1954) in:  Konstantinos P. 

Nikoloutsos, Ancient Greek Women in Film. Classical Presences. Oxford; New York: Oxford 

University Press, 139-162. 

22 An adulterous Penelope is mentioned by Pausanias (Description of Greece, 8.12.5-6) and on Duris of 

Samos; see Thomas Nelson (2021) Intertextual Agōnes in Archaic Greek Epic: Penelope vs. the Catalogue 

of Women, Yearbook of Ancient Greek Epic 5, 25-57. On Penelope, se also Lilian A. Sais (2016) Mulheres 

de Homero: o caso das esposas da Odisseia, São Paulo, Tese (Doutorado em Letras), Departamento de 

Letras Clássicas e Vernáculas da Faculdade de Filosofia, Letras e Ciências Humanas, Universidade de São 

Paulo. 
23 See https://www.bemminas.com.br/noticias/entretenimento/espetaculo-online-penelope-integra-a-
programacao-do-festival-midrash-de-teatro/11406 and https://lalettre.art.br/penelope/  
24 See https://www.facebook.com/TeatroEmMovimento/videos/216301266682721/ and 

https://domtotal.com/noticia/1487249/2020/12/caca-carvalho-retorna-ao-lar-pos-pandemia-no-espetaculo-

itaca-365-apto-23/ 
25 The protagonist is reminiscent of the Odysseus-type characters in poignant scenes from two cinematic 

masterpieces, Kaos (1984) by Paolo and Vittorio Taviani and Eternity and a Day (1998) by Theo 

Angelopoulos. In the epilogue to the former, based on short stories by Luigi Pirandello. In its epilogue, a 

fictional Pirandello (Omero Antonutti) returns home and talks with the ghost of his mother about a trip 

taken when he was a child to visit her exiled father. In the latter, Alexander (Bruno Ganz), aware that his 

death is imminent, visits his aged mother in an asylum.   
26 Armando´s libretto provides some information about the character, though the viewer is not informed 

about its significance for the construction of this pandemic Penelope: “Penélope divorciou-se de Leopoldo 

cerca 5 ou 6 anos atrás. Nunca se sentiu plena, nem na adolescência, nem na fase adulta. De fato, se parece 

mais com a personagem do conto de Albert Camus A mulher adúltera do que com a heroína de Homero. 

https://www.bemminas.com.br/noticias/entretenimento/espetaculo-online-penelope-integra-a-programacao-do-festival-midrash-de-teatro/11406
https://www.bemminas.com.br/noticias/entretenimento/espetaculo-online-penelope-integra-a-programacao-do-festival-midrash-de-teatro/11406
https://lalettre.art.br/penelope/
https://www.facebook.com/TeatroEmMovimento/videos/216301266682721/


    

Waking, listening, singing, and Thinking Aloud (the Alexander Method) 

At the beginning of the film, Penelope awakes with an anxious expression, shown by a 

close-up of her unquiet eyes, and even in bed she is already wearing a mask. This artificial 

scenario hints at the merging of behaviours from the world outside with domestic behaviours. She 

turns to her mobile, and the news forms a kind of soundtrack to the first of her activities. 

Particularly interesting in this scene here is the book on the nightstand, Thinking Aloud, that forms 

a connection to acting and, specifically, the Alexander Method in which Geluda is an expert. The 

title of the book also foreshadows what happens during the performance: the character thinks out 

loud while the audience observes. Likewise, during the pandemic, many of us found ourselves 

speaking to objects and to ourselves.   

    

Difficulty Breathing (“I can´t Breath” – private and public tragedies)  

Frightened, Penélope takes off her mask but then puts it back on. She rises, opens a window, 

and closes it again. She sees an unusual (ata least for many people) musical instrument on a chair, 

an Indian shruti box, sits, and begins playing it and singing, louder and louder until she is 

screaming while the camera moves in for an extreme close-up. The sounds and imagery are 

suggestive of the respiratory problems associated with Covid-19 as well as the need for social 

distancing. Penélope’s song, however, has nothing to do with her health but rather expresses 

feelings of guilt associated with adultery. 

 
How adulterous I am! 

Desert, night’s sound 

a nightmare of peace— 

there are a thousand stars snuggling, 

paradise that does not satisfy; 

there are a thousand stars... 

 
Tem uma filha de 16 anos, a quem chama ‘Telê’ (Teresa Letícia). Antes de Telê, teve um outro bebê 

masculino, natimorto. É uma mulher independente, mas... depende daquilo que não sabe e talvez nem 

sequer exista. Ela é uma metáfora da espera. A quarentena da Covid-19 acendeu em sua alma o alerta da 

finitude, e o da impossível transcendência. Ela faz tarefas domésticas com o coração pulsando o mundo lá 

fora. Seu ‘Ulisses’ não é o masculino, é o som do vento, a agressiva lua, o mar misturado ao sol. Aquilo 

que é inominado, e pesa uma tonelada de amor e fúria.” 

 



How adulterous I am! 

the matter is spreading 

in a fleeting infinity.27 

 

     

Repetitive Movements in a Stressful Routine 

Next, Penélope takes a shower and brushes her teeth. In this scene, Lôbo explores repetition 

and brings his protagonist face-to-face with her image, which communicates the stress that she is 

under. Maintaining personal grooming habits during the pandemic was difficult since there was 

little reason to go out. Even later, when repetition changes clothes, she is in the same gown, and 

eventually leaves the apartment wearing it, emphasizing the confusion between inside and 

outside. 

  

    

    

Ithaca, Walls, Aisle  

Penélope’s home resembles a prison or besieged city, and the movements that she makes 

within it, literally climbing the walls and crawling on the floor, show the home to be suffocating. 

During this scene, she sings a long arioso fissurado28 about the meaning of life with a refrain of 

words in Tupi-Guarani that begin with the phoneme ita, which means “stone,” that serve as the 

 
27 Como sou adúltera/deserto som da noite/um pesadelo de paz/são mil estrelas se aconchegando/paraíso 

que não satisfaz/são mil estrelas.../como sou adúltera/a matéria se alastrando/num infinito fugaz. 
28 She is seen by the director as a bird, Macuca (from Tupi-Guarany Makukú), which is aligned to the 

etymology of her name, also used by Linnaeus when named the specie of Eurasian widgeon as Anas 

Penelope.  



names of cities in Brazil.29 The sung list of ita-words includes Itaúna, which means “black stone”; 

Itapira, which means “high stone,” Itamaracá, which probably means “stone that sings”; and also 

Ítaca, the Portuguese rendering of “Ithaca,” imparting to the Greek island a special Amerindian 

meaning. 

 

 

 

Intimacy and Solitude 

The next scenes are set in the kitchen. Penélope uses and talks to a series of appliances—a 

blender, a toaster, a washing machine—making prosaic observations and asking silly questions 

about daily life. The audience learns in this scene that she has a daughter and an ex-husband, 

about whom she complains while performing her menial tasks. 

In and Out of Mind/World 

If the penultimate scene and the last inside the apartment, Penélope places hand sanitizer 

in a bag, which she then carries out of the apartment and out of the building to greet the outside 

world with open arms. Finally, it seems, she is free. However, we know that this sense of liberation 

is illusory. We, like Penélope, like Odysseus, must return home at that moment; but now, our 

home has a new meaning, and the “homing instinct” (to use the expression from Erskine’s book, 

a rereading  Odyssey, quoted in my epigraph30) has changed, since our Ithaca is also a kind of 

prison. And, like Odysseus, we, the majority of the spectators, the “target public,” were 

 
29 Itaúna, Itapira, Ítaca/Itaúna, Itapira, Ítaca/Se a pedra falece em falésias/Se a porta se fecha na noite/Se o 

sonho medonho se investe/De cacos de vidro silentes.../Macuca curada do muco/É fruta à espera do 

dente/Dentada de doido corrido/Corrente de curto circuito/Cigarra doente dos brônquios/Itaúna, Itapira, 

Ítaca/Itaúna, Itapira, Ítaca/Mas se viver ou morrer/é vegetar, sem ser folha, /na bolha do espaço. E o nada, 

/narcoticamente obtuso/Obrigada, filho varão/Vou raspar a crosta do peito/Leite escuro do arrepio/Itaúna, 

Itapira, Ítaca, Itamaracá/Itaúna, Itapira, Ítaca, Itamaracá. 
30 I am grateful to Martin M. Winkler for giving me this ingenious book, knowing my interest and research 

on The Private Life of Helen of Troy, also by Erskine. 

 



accustomed to wandering away from home, being compelled to remain at home, were under 

metaphysical and even physical anguish. 

 

 

The Mythe de Sisyphe/Décisif  

Both Lôbo and Geluda summed up the Odyssey during my interviews with them by 

observing that the protagonist goes out but has to return and identified this as the tragic aspect of 

the epic. Freedom is an illusion. Returning to Camus—whose perspective, as we have seen, was 

very important for both artists in creating the micro-opera—we, like his Sisyphus, are compelled 

to engage in repetitive behaviours, and we also can give meaning to our lives by knowing our 

prisons and continuing to engage in the struggle, however pointless the effort may seem. 

 

 

 


